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As Term Two draws to a close it is nice to reflect upon another hugely successful term
for PE and Sport in the Secondary School. On the first weekend in January I was lucky
enough to accompany students and staff on the first ski and snowboard weekend of the
winter season to Minakami. We were blessed with fantastic snow conditions and were
supported excellently by a team of highly skilled instructors from Canyons. This also
provided an excellent opportunity to gather some valuable footage of our IGCSE PE
candidates using skiing and snowboarding as one of their four practical activities.
Following a successful tournament in 2018 we took our U13 Boys and U15 Girls to Bangkok to play in the Harrow 7’s football tournament. With temperatures exceeding 33
degrees, our teams battled in the heat to play some outstanding football over the two
days of competition. Well done to everyone that participated and for making the trip a
truly memorable one.
In recent years basketball has shown tremendous improvement at BST. With many
successes in the MS and HS ISTAA championship, progress in the Kanto Plains had
always previously eluded us. Having never previously entered the A team competition,
our MS Boys team went the whole season undefeated. Beating many of the competitions
previous winners including ASIJ, CAJ and St Mary’s along the way. Although a narrow
defeat in the tournament final to YIS was disappointing every player can be exceptionally proud of their achievements this year. A special thank you must go to the BST parents
that supported so many of the games this year and of course Mr. Biegler who has transformed basketball at BST over the last five years.
Back in September we saw the introduction of the 19:20 Sports Project within our Year 9
curriculum. In Term Two the project has gone from strength to strength as students had
the opportunity to experience a variety of Olympic sports including golf, handball, boxing and rugby. We were lucky enough to have the experience of locally hired specialist
coaches as well as our talented PE team on hand to deliver some excellent practical
sessions. It was also great to see their work showcased in our recent whole school assembly and hear them speak so confidently about their experiences. I think it is important I recognise the continued hard work of Ms. Campbell, Ms. Phillips, Mr. Magee
and Mr. Taaffe who have all been instrumental in putting together such a successful
programme for Year 9.

The advance snowboarders
enjoying the view at the top
of Minakami.

Our U15 Girls and U13 Boys
after a successful tournament
in Bangkok.

Our MS Boys Basketball team
in action against CAJ.
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Certainly the most significant development this term has been the introduction of our
new BST sports ground at Nagasawa. Having played our first set of matches back on the
first weekend of January our new facility has since played host to a whole range of
sports including rugby, field hockey and football. Having the capacity to train on an 11 a
side pitch and host regular fixtures and tournaments is a tremendous step forward for
school sport and has certainly had a positive impact on our students. Thank you to Mr.
Elliot and Mr. Kawasaki for all their support and hard work in ensuring our transition to
our new sports facility has been a smooth one.
With the Rugby World Cup 2019 only just around the corner it has been a pleasure to
see the development of rugby at BST. Shibuya International Rugby Club has gone from
strength to strength and is providing tremendous opportunities for many BST students
to develop their passion for rugby. In recent weeks it has been fantastic to see BST field
their first HS Boys rugby team under the coaching and support of Mr. Yorke. Although
it has been a relatively short season the team have had the opportunity to train at Nagasawa and play a few matches locally. I have also been delighted to see a number of girls
in Year 10 further develop their rugby talents at a recent DHL tag rugby event in Fuchu
and have the opportunity to participate in an excellent training session in partnership
with Kanagawa Seagulls women’s rugby team.
Next term I am looking forward to the return of the ISTAA futsal season and hosting a
number of end of season tournaments and house events at the BST SHOWA campus.
We also have our official opening ceremony of the Nagasawa Sports Ground on Sunday
12th May. We will play host to a number of local football teams from Kawasaki prefecture and welcome the Japanese Cricket Association (JCA) and Shibuya International
Rugby Club who will be running some fun and competitive workshops throughout the
morning.

Our fantastic new BST Sports
Ground at Nagasawa.

Isabella and Renee enjoying
the DHL tag rugby event in
Fuchu.

Finally I would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone a restful Easter break and
I look forward to further success in Term Three.

Our HS Boys Rugby team in
action against Squires.
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Radu (Year 9)
With the beginning of the Olympic Games getting closer every day, the Year 9’s have
been learning about a number of different Olympic sports, athletes and values during
PE this term.
In our core PE lessons, we have been rotating through four different sports; rugby,
golf, handball and boxing. These are sports which ordinarily would not be included in
our curriculum. We’ve been able to learn about the basic skills and rules for each of
these sports thanks to our PE teachers and the exceptional external coaches, who have
helped us to improve in both boxing and golf. The competitions and matches that we
have experienced have made every lesson challenging and enjoyable for all students.
Many of us showed an aptitude for these sports and several students are interested in
following up their new found interests with a local club.

Year 9 enjoying golf on the
roof top at our SHOWA campus.

Student’s worked extremely hard over the term to improve their knowledge and skills
across these different sports. In rugby, students practiced a fast paced seven a-side
game of tag rugby whilst learning about basic ball handling skills. In golf we learnt
about grip stance and swing at the onsite driving range. Meanwhile in handball, we
used a variety of drills to work as a team and outwit our opponents. Boxing, however,
saw the use of pairs and an external coach to practice different combinations using
pads.
During our classroom lessons, we learned about the different Olympic values that
athletes are encouraged to display. An example of this is the friendship created between Lutz Long of Germany and Jesse Owens of the United States during the 1936
Berlin Olympics. This combines the historical and moral aspects of the Olympic
Games, and as residents of an Olympic host city, it is important we internalise these
values.

Boxing with the support of
coaches from Tokyo 360.

We also studied how athletes shape their lives, the stresses they endure and how the
sporting industry pressures them. We looked into the negative aspects of the very
popular performance enhancing drugs, and recent controversies. We also compared
our daily routines and diets with that of an Olympic athlete. Many of us food lovers
decided that perhaps we many not become Olympic athletes!
Overall, the term has been an educative and fun experience that has really opened
students’ minds.

Learning about the Olympic
Values in Year 9 PE.
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Isabel (Year 7)
This term has been an even bigger success than the first term for the swim team. We
have participated in a large number of swim meets and more and more eager swimmers have been turning up to training. The commitment and dedication shown has
resulted in a large number of PB’s being broken throughout the term.
Students often had to wake up at 5am on a weekend and ride the bus to the competitions, before jumping into the pool for the warm-up whilst the rest of the school was
still asleep. This enthusiasm to improve is an example of the excellent attitude
shown all term by the swim team.
This strict routine certainly paid off throughout the term. After the deafening cheers
of the rest of the team had died down, the swimmers would return grinning and
their friends all congratulating them on a new PB or even a new BST record.

Radu and Jin competing for
the Secondary Swim squad at
ASIJ.

Students have worked extremely hard to improve their technique throughout the
season, and all of the older swimmers who have been swimming for a long time are
very proud of what our team has achieved.
In particular, during the March Age Group Championships there was a drastic improvement in all of our swimmers. Many of our swimmers, me included, broke PB’s
by more than just a few milliseconds. This was a satisfying and well-deserved result
for all the hard work the team has put into training.
However, I can’t write about all of these incredible successes without mentioning
Coach Uehara, who has been so encouraging and supportive throughout the whole
term. The team could not function without a coach, and we could not think of a
better person to be in this position. I must also thank Coach Nohara, who has
pushed us to become even better, and even faster swimmers. It is because of you
that so many of us swimmers have reached our goals that seemed a few years’ worth
of training away at the start of term.
Lastly, thank you to all the swimmers and the strong friendships that have taken us
through another strong and successful term of BST swimming. We could not have
had such a successful term of swimming without you. As I said earlier, on behalf of
all the coaches and older swimmers, it has been a joy to watch the team as a whole
improve and grow together. I wish everyone a relaxing Easter break and I look forward to what the next term of swimming, and the few swim meets we have left this
academic year, will bring to the BST swim team.

Our Crescendo Girls relay
team competing at St Mary’s.

MS Girls freestyle relay team.
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Yui (Year 7)
I really enjoyed the two times I visited Minakami with the school this term.
It wasn’t just because it was a lot of fun, I also felt quite independent as I
had the opportunity to be away with my friends from school.
At first, we were worried that the snow conditions might be a problem
because it was quite icy lower down the mountain. However thankfully the
Canyon instructors knew the mountain very well so they were able to take
us to places much higher up, where the snow was much better. During the
second trip, the real highlight was to learn tricks on the snowboard and to
have a competition against others in the group. The advanced and intermediate snowboarders got together to show off what we could all do.

A fantastic day on the slopes at
Minakami.

My favourite slope at Minakami was the natural half-pipe because it can be
enjoyed by both skiers and snowboarders. You get to feel the speed when
moving from one side of the slope to the other along with using small
jumps to help you turn.

Although the main purpose of visiting the mountains was to enjoy skiing
and snowboarding some of my favourite memories of the trip were the fun
activities in the morning and evening at Canyons Lodge. We played card
games, table football and even pool. It was a great way to make new friends
and to talk to the older students on the trip. I would certainly encourage
more people to join next year.

Some fun warm up activities
before our students hit the
slopes.

Many thanks to Mr. Morris for organising this wonderful weekend of skiing
and snowboarding and to the teachers and instructors that took care of us
on the slopes.

Our advanced skiers enjoying the
half-pipe at Minakami.
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On the morning of January 17th, twenty BST Secondary School students arrived at Narita
airport excited to fly to the Harrow Bangkok tournament. The Girls U15 team and the
Boys U14 team had been training for weeks in preparation for this tournament and as
they were boarding the plane expectations were high. Arriving at the airport the Bangkok
heat was a welcome break from the cold winter air of Tokyo. After a long day of travelling,
both the staff and students were happy to arrive at the hotel and relax before the Harrow
7s tournament began on Friday morning.
The girls faced tough competition on the first day from Harrow Bangkok, drawing 0-0,
but then went on to defeat St. Andrews 3-1, New International School of Thailand 3-0
and The International School of Samui 5-0. They ended the day in a good position with
one draw and 3 wins.

Yui battling to win the ball
against St Andrews.

The boys started their first day with a 3-0 victory over Harrow Bangkok, before a 3-2
victory over St. Andrews. They then completed a 4-0 victory over The British School in
Phuket, and drew 2-2 in their fourth game of the day against New International school of
Thailand. A 1-0 victory over International School of Bangkok in their final game of the
day meant that both teams progressed to the Champions League for the second day.
For the girls the second day started well with a 1-0 victory over The British School in
Phuket. This was followed by successive losses of 3-1 to local side Nongchok and 2-0 to
St Andrews. The last game of the day was a hard fought 0-0 draw to Alice Smith. All in
all, a tough day that saw the team finish in 4th place.
The second day for the boys began with a 1-0 victory against New International School
Thailand. The second game was a very tight game, ending 0-0 against Bangkok prep. In
the third game against Harrow Hong Kong the opponents lacked focused as BST took
their chances and easily won the game. In the final game BST scored straight from kickoff before adding another from a free kick during the second half. Unfortunately BISP got
into the game and scored 2 goals in the last 2 minutes.

Our U15 Girls team.

Bangkok was a fun and successful tournament for both teams. We are so proud of all
players for giving their all this tournament. We are proud of how much both teams have
improved. It was an excellent achievement for the boys to finish in second place from
twelve school overall. Everyone put all of their effort into the games and all of the work
paid off. The boys played 9 games in the whole trip and did not lose a single game. The
girls managed to overcome some personal differences and pull together as a team.
We would like to thank our parents and the BST coaches. We look forward to growing as
players over the next few years.

Our 13 Boys team with
their runners-up medals
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Aeimi (Year 7)
This season was extremely enjoyable for all of the players involved. Increased interest in the team this year meant that there was an A and B
team, led by Mr Whybro and Ms Marcouse. With some key Year 9 players graduating to HS football this year, both of our teams were mainly
made up of new Year 7 and Year 8 players. Mr. Whybro’s training sessions were focused on tactics and positioning so that the new squads had
an opportunity to develop a game plan for the rest of the season.
Although our quality in the first few matches was inconsistent and our
positioning was poor, Mr Whybro and our captain Willemijn encouraged
us to improve throughout the season. Our football was continuing to
improve during early morning trainings, whilst our bonds with one another and our teamwork was progressing even further. Each player had a
special bond with one another, meaning that our teamwork on and off
the pitch was beginning to improve. Every training session was full of
laughter, alongside hard work and enthusiasm. Eventually, Mr Whybro
and the team’s hard work paid off, and we finished the season in 4th
place in the Kanto Plains Tournament

Our MS Girls B team 2019.

Our MS Girls A team 2019.

Next year we must work on our positioning and our communication with
one-another when times get challenging. We must learn to listen to one
another and solve problems whilst continuing to play good football. We
must conduct ourselves with focus in the warmups, as many times we
started slowly in the first half and conceded goals that we should not
have. We often came out after the half-time talk and played well, but
many times we were unable to overcome the first half deficit.
Our A team in action against St
Maur at the Kanto tournament in
February.
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William (Year 9)
This year was another spectacular season for the Middle School basketball
team. We finished in second place in what was our first Kanto Plains tournament appearance. Considering we were competing in the ISTAA tournament
just a year ago, to finish in second this year was a notable accomplishment.
We were unbeaten for the season, holding a 9-0 record heading into the
championship with some excellent contributions from all players. Unfortunately the team lost in an extremely close final game by only 5 points.
Personally, I felt that we have made significant improvements compared with
last year. These improvements have bought the team to a new level as we
competed against opposition of a much higher quality. The team had an excellent attitude towards practice and were extremely committed. All players
pushed themselves to improve and the results were seen out on the court
during match days. I was surprised to see the amount of players in the gym,
30 minutes before practice, working on their fundamentals individually.
Additionally, it was a pleasure to see players who didn’t get as much play
time as others giving all they can in the practice and in the minimal game
time they got. No one complained with the game time they received and they
would support the team vocally from the bench.
There were a number of occasions where games were extremely tight towards
the last five minutes and BST managed to be victorious. For example against
Nishimachi (NIS), we were able to win by just 1 point. A year or two ago, the
team didn’t have the momentum to win these close games, but have made
huge improvements in persevering during the final stages of a match.

I would like to thank all members of the team for the contributions that they
have made throughout a successful and memorable season. Best of luck to
next year’s team and let's hope that those in year 7 and 8 can be victorious
next year! Last but not least, I would like to give huge thanks to Coach Biegler
for bringing us to this stage. The time given to think of set plays and the time
sacrificed to coach the team every Monday and Friday has resulted in our
success this year. For next year, we as a team are going to work on our concentration in games and focus on improving our technique to win the title for
BST.

Coach Biegler offering support and
feedback to the MS team against
NIS.

Yuu powering through the CAJ
defence to score a lay-up.

MS Boys ISTAA Champions 2019.
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Gabriela (Year 10)
This year’s hockey season was filled with much excitement and success.
We had many new players joining the team, some of whom had never
played hockey before. However thanks to our coach, Mr. Taaffe, we managed to improve our hockey skills both individually and as a team. It was
impressive to see how well we all played together throughout the season.

Even though we had many new players, we often had few substitutes for
each game so we had to work really hard in every match. I think the main
strength we showed was our resilience as we all put so much energy and
effort into every game. This season was really enjoyable and even when a
game wasn't going too well, we continued to cheer and support each
other.

Our HS Girls team lining up before
their game against ASIJ.

The final tournament at YCAC was definitely a challenge. After a hard
fought draw against the eventual winners, CAJ, we unfortunately lost on
penalties. However, this was clearly one of the most memorable and
intense games of the season. We showed incredible effort and communicated brilliantly as a team. We then won our playoff match against YIS,
finishing the season in third place.
I would like to congratulate the whole team and thank our coach Mr.
Taaffe for all his support. I can't wait for next year’s season to start and I
am sure it will be a successful one.

Laura chasing down a short corner
against CAJ.

Another great save by our brilliant goalkeeper Emi.
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Minami (Year 10)
This year has been a fantastic season for the HS girl’s football team. It
has been a great season for the team, accumulating 4 wins and 2 losses,
ending the season strongly with a 3-0 victory against YIS.
Our first game was against ISSH and having only had one training session, we were a bit scrappy and unorganised. However, as the season
progressed, we not only improved individually but also as a team, adjusting to a few unfortunate injuries, including to our goalkeeper Alex and
midfielder Emily.

Mion battling for the ball against
St Maur.

In our first few games, our team were playing on one side of the pitch,
finding it hard to exploit the space on the other. Therefore, in training,
we worked on switching the play and opening up our body when receiving a pass. This enabled us to use the open space on the opposite side of
the pitch and therefore improve our attacking capabilities.

After two comfortable wins, our next game against ASIJ was our first big
challenge of the season. In the first half, we were too slow on the ball and
failed to close the opposition down quick enough to block their shots.
However, in the second half we showed great determination and resilience. We were much quicker on the ball and were able to stop ASIJ playing the style of football they wanted to. However unfortunately we still
suffered our first defeat of the season.

Minami shooting for goal against
Seisen.

On behalf of the team, I would like to thank our coach, Mr. Whybro and
to all the players who played this year, especially those who stepped in
last minute and played out of their favoured positions to support the
team.

Our HS Varsity Girls lining up for
a team photo following another
successful season.
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Sean (Year 10)
This year’s High School Boys Varsity season has been brilliant. It was the
first season for many of us playing at Varsity level, so we knew we had a
tough season ahead.
At the beginning of the season, we initially found it difficult, adjusting to the
challenges of the league, new players in the squad and the change in tactics
from our new coach. After losing our first two matches, we worked extremely
hard in training and began to communicate much better and improved our
play greatly as we understood our new strategies, which all resulted in vast
improvements on the pitch. We were delighted to have come away with 2
wins and 1 draw in our first 3 games after the Christmas break.

HS Boys at the WJAA Varsity
tournament in Kobe.

Unfortunately our league season finished with us losing 1-0 in the semi-final
to the eventual winners St Mary’s in an extremely close match. We put in an
outstanding performance which showed how far we had come as a team.
Certainly the most memorable game of the season was when we were able to
draw against last year's champions ASIJ, a team we had never taken points
from at Varsity level before. I think this was our best overall performance as
a team as we showed great resilience to fight until the end of the game.

Rafe clearing the ball against ASIJ
at Nagasawa.

In March we had the opportunity to play in a High School tournament in
Kobe at the Canadian Academy. The first day was the group stages. We won
one and lost one, finishing 2nd in our group. Unfortunately, having qualified
for the quarter finals, we lost on penalties. We finished the season with two
friendlies against local Japanese teams, which was another great challenge
for the team and a great way to develop links with the local community.
I would like to thank all my teammates for a great season and on behalf of
the team, we would like to thank Mr. Magee for being such a great coach to
us all; we are already looking forward to next season.
Lewis shooting for goal against
LFIT.
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Charlotte and Olivia (Year 10)
The High School Girls started their basketball season with a mix of players from years 10, 11 and 13. Although there was a variety of ages in the
team, we still developed a great bond and team spirit that resulted in us
having a fantastic overall season.
After many hard training sessions, we had our first match against Columbia which resulted in a 27:21 win, a great way to start the season.
Further wins were recorded against KAIS and KIST with defeats against
CIS and LFIT.

HS Girls in action against LFIT.

Our season came to an end with the ISTAA tournament at the French
Lycée. The tournament was an action-packed day with two competitive
matches. Our final match, again against Columbia, was very competitive
and close throughout the game. After being down by 12 points at the end
of the first half, the team worked hard together to come away with a
42:35 victory giving us a third placed finish, which reflected our season
well.
Although we are losing one member of our team this year, there remains
a strong core set of players to carry over into next season. I hope that the
bond we have created will continue to be reflected in our performances
on the court. Hopefully next season we can continue to grow as a team
and further develop our basketball skills to finish higher in next year’s
tournament.

Important half time team talk
from Coach Biegler.

A huge thank you to Coach Biegler for putting in countless amounts of
hours to coach the team. Every player on the team has come away with
an improved set of skills which has increased their love for the game. A
final thank you must also go to all the players who helped make it such a
memorable season.

Laura shooting against Columbia
to finish 3rd overall in ISTAA.
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Kio (Year 11)
We started off the season with a large number of new players, each as eager to
prove themselves and develop their own skills. Through dedicated morning sessions and tremendous effort, we developed wholesomely as a team with each player
just as valuable as the other. Although we were unable to secure the title this year, I
still am so proud and impressed by how far we have come despite so many new
additions to the team.
The first few training sessions of the season consisted of strengthening our individual skillset and working on the fundamentals of basketball. Most importantly each
player got to play alongside more senior members of the squad and develop a
stronger relationship between each other and the team as a whole. After learning
the basics we began to focus on more technical plays to help further enhance our
understanding of basketball. After our first win against Columbia it was clear to see
that there was something special between each player in the BST team.

I think the most memorable game was in our second match of the season against
the reigning champions LFIT. Although we lost the game we learnt so much from
our own performance. LFIT taught us to be stronger when playing on offense and
defense and showed us the value of playing as a team, something we were just
starting to learn. I think it also helped us to unite more as a team and to not be
afraid of who we were up against.

Matthew, Kio and James with
their end of season awards from
Coach Biegler.

Celebrating Kio’s 16th birthday
with a 71:31 win against KIST.

It has been a tremendous year and I cannot wait for next season to start again.
Thank you to all the PE staff and coaches who have taken time out of their mornings and afternoons to ensure games and practices ran smoothly. A final thank you
must go to Matthew (Year 13) for a wonderful four years of basketball at BST. Matthew has been on the school team throughout his time in the high school. It was
therefore fitting that he was awarded with the MVP award by Coach Biegler at the
end of the season. He is a very well respected senior member of the team and such
a valuable player on the court. Thank you Matthew and good luck in the future.

HS boys in action against
Columbia International School.

